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On a Journey...

Continued from previous issue…
By Susan Griffith-Jones, Exclusive

During the next week, Edward,
Lucy, Jamyang and I visit another
mela in a village on the opposite
side of the valley to the one we were
at in Rumsu earlier in the week. It’s
the same sort of thing, but there
are some noticeable differences. We
arrive a little early, but soon hear
the sounds of drums and trumpets
getting closer as they traipse down
the mountainside from the village
of Hallan-1 above. A lot of dancing
ensues, whereby a line of men gets
added to person by person, until
there’s a whole large circle of them,
then they spiral so that they become
almost two circles, an enchanting
vision to watch. The village oracle is
then imbued with the devta, which
for them is the deity that watches
over their village. Each village in
the Kullu-Manali valley has one
and such is the power of their belief in their own devta that through
the oracle, it can dictate what the
people of the village do and don’t
get up to. Like the soul of the place,
it’s a kind of pooling of their consciousness, a collective tank of their
understanding of reality, and not
one that is separate from the villagers as a whole. It’s funny, but here
none of us feel the same as we did at
the mela in Rumsu. It’s like we’re
intruding, like we’re somehow out
of place, witnessing something that
we shouldn’t be seeing, or shouldn’t
at least be viewing as a spectacle.
This is a real thing that they’re
doing here, part of who they are
and what they believe, not a show
for tourists!
During the first couple of weeks
of Edward and Lucy’s stay, we also
make several trips into the forest
at the back of our house, going further than I’ve ever been on the latter occasions. We’ve already been to

the left side just after Edward and
Lucy arrived here, in the rain, and
this time, set off to the right. The
mist hangs within the trees and
we stop to contemplate it, being
in the presence of this largeness,
and absorbing its power. It infuses
a richness into me that I find hard
to explain, even though I know that
neither the images I’m seeing, nor
the feelings I’m experiencing are
coming from anything that’s separate from me. I am empowered too
by just realising this in itself, and
reminded how we give away our
strength when we allow ourselves
to believe there is something else,
separate from us, existing outside
of ourselves that may be having
an almighty influence over us. In
our multi-dimensional state, we
are existing at all these levels; as
the very DNA inside the nucleus
of our cells, as the cells themselves,
as the body those cells make up in
total, as the planet, solar system,
universe and who knows, even a
multi-verse that seems to surround
us. When you think about it, you
become massive, too large to even
conceptualise, since we can only actually ever see as far as the bubble
of the horizon around us. As above,
so below! The Hermetic theorem
that has been telling us this since
time immemorial is here in our
presence, in this moment as beams
of sunlight flooding in through the
fog, revealing the huge trunks of
pines and cedars in grey ethereal
forms, the sound of water flowing
in the distance, scent of the wetness
of nature and me, a whole being, capable of perceiving this as sight and
sound, smell, taste and touch and
in a composite way, as a grand interpretation of all these sensual aspects, through the filter of my own
understanding of reality that I have
learned through the processes I myself have experienced. We follow the
sound of the water and eventually

Edward and Lucy on the way up to Challan, KulluManali valley, India

after dipping and curving our way
along narrow, slippery pathways,
come to a waterfall that drops into
a small pool at its base. We sit on a
ledge high above it for a while, the
cats we’ve brought with us playing
nearby on a grassy bank. It’s fun to
bring the cats, but constant work
to watch them as they roam away
from us and get distracted by holes
in the ground they want to explore
and trees to climb, so I’m vigilant
at all times to make sure they stay
near us.
We’ve heard about an abandoned village somewhere at the top
of the first ridge of the mountain at
the back of our house. The desire
to find it starts the night before as
we’re eating dinner. The only thing
we know about it is that there’s a
temple there with a devta in it that
the local people bring down once
a year to visit another mela in the
valley, probably the great Kullu
mela that happens at Dusshera
time in October every year, one of
the biggest and most famous fairs
in the whole of India. Around the
safety of our fire in our living room,
we joke about this devta as if it’s
alive and has power over us, that
it’s drawing us to it, taunting us to
visit it, letting us know that it has
evicted everyone and now has full
exclusivity over the empty village
of Challan. “The spookiest thing of
all, though,” one of us adds and I
don’t remember who now, “would
be if we were to arrive at this place
in the middle of the forest and find
someone else there!” Jamyang has
asked the lady who brings our milk
how we can find the place. She and
her family came down from this
once full of life village and settled
in Bhosh, because it’s much closer
to the valley and has easier access
to everything. We joke about other
factors that may have made people
leave the place and work ourselves
up into creating a deep mystery

Edward and Lucy at the waterfall in the forest
behind Shanti Bhawan, Bhosh Village, Kullu-Manali
valley, India
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Kullu-Manali valley, India

around it, so much so that we decide that come what may, we will go
up the mountain in the morning to
find it.
It’s sleeting a bit when we set off
and actually, we almost call off the
expedition as it’s not only really cold
outside, but not looking like pleasant weather to do it in. But we are
not going to let the devta beat us
so in the end decide we’ll go as far
as we can and turn around if necessary. But we know we won’t! We’re
on a mission and we’re going to find
the place, come what may!! One
of our younger cats, whose name
ironically is ‘Darkie’, follows us on
this most intrepid of excursions.
We don’t want to take any of them
with us, as we know we’ll have to
go quite far and that the conditions
will not be so good. But she insistently pursues us and in the end, we
let things just be as they are. We
know that we have to set off to the
right of the house and then continue up a ridge where a steep, informal path winds its way up it. The
key thing for us to follow will be
an electric line that once connected
the village with the modern world.
As we reach the first pole, there’s
quite a lot of snow on the ground
and the drizzle of sleet turns into
a light dusting of snow that as we
climb becomes heavier from the
air and subsequently deeper on the
ground. We’re inside a time warp
here. There’s absolutely no sense
of a world further than the trees
and the snow falling immediately
around us and several times we
contemplate turning around as it
thickens and the fog draws in and
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the poles get increasingly difficult
to identify. It’s a very steep climb
and we go at a pace we can manage. We continue making up stories
about the devta creating obstacles
for us to get there, provoking the
terrible weather as a best attempt
to stop us intruding on its ownership of the place, then laughing it
off, yet honestly feeling something
having a hold over us, realize that
we too have been infected with the
power that the devtas have over the
villagers! At a certain point, Darkie,
who is soaked through and sitting
under an umbrellered space of a
tree, refuses to go any further and
quite frankly seems petrified by
the whole thing. We contemplate
whether this is a sign for us too to
go back. I suddenly remember that
leopards come down to prey on the
lower slopes during the winter. Has
she caught the scent? But after
teasing her with meows, she follows. Continuing, yet now actively
looking out for big cat paw prints,
we are on the verge of convincing
ourselves to turn around, when we
spy the roof of a house covered in
snow through the trees! Feeling a
kind of exhilaration, we approach
it, and then more roofs appear and
here we are, in the periphery of
the village of Challan! But in our
ecstasy of having found the place,
that’s also when we realize that we
are not here alone.
To be continued...
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